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Abstract
Accurate and topical spatial datasets representing human populations are foundational to solving humanitarian
issues. The following article provides unique solutions to accurately map human settlements both at scale and across
remote areas. A method of village boundary extraction from Very High Resolution (VHR) optical satellite imagery
is proposed. Further, the supplement of a crowdsourced validation process to filter the detections for higher accuracy
and the automated mosaic techniques are detailed. To demonstrate the computational and informational scalability of
the process, four distinct geographic locations in Nigeria, Somalia, Pakistan and Afghanistan were analyzed for a total
processed area of 592,000 km2 , comprised of 1,159 high resolution DigitalGlobe images. The geographic variability
of the locations and the scale of the projects required dynamic and automated solutions respectively. The curated
results exhibit high recall and precision of human settlement data in remote as well as urban areas. Crowdsourced
validation allows complete control over the precision of the final village boundary layer and given time, an effective
100% precision can be achieved. This highly scalable and precise system is perfectly adequate for processing regional
and country-scale areas, with minimal human effort.
Index Terms
Population mapping, VHR optical imagery, large scale

I. I NTRODUCTION
In many parts of the undeveloped world, people still lack access to emergency supplies, health care, and modern
infrastructure such as electricity. Many humanitarian organizations are fighting these issues in order to improve the
lives of these populations with large-scale ground campaigns, which can only be efficiently planned with the accurate
knowledge of population distribution. However, the areas under focus are usually not well mapped or have been
mapped with outdated census and little a priori geolocated information. Ground surveys are costly and potentially
dangerous. A solution lies in the information contained in satellite imagery, which can be used to estimate the
spatial distribution of human population [1], [2] in a cost-effective manner.
In this paper, we present a system developed at DigitalGlobe for producing regional- and country-scale population
distribution maps and village boundaries at a high resolution (50 m) with the use of very high resolution optical
images. A demonstration of the system is provided over four distinct areas of interest covering a total area of
The authors are with the Image Mining Product Development group of DigitalGlobe Inc., Westminster, Colorado, U.S.A.
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(a) City center of Kano

(b) 50-m population density
Fig. 1. A WorldView-2 image with the corresponding fused 50-m population density is provided for the northwest part of Kano, Nigeria. Three
subtiles are provided later that illustrate the extraction from areas of high, medium, and low population densities.

592,000 km2 involving the processing and analysis of 1,159 image strips. In the following, we summarize the key
challenges that need to be addressed in this regard and how our system contributes towards solving them.
A. Population Estimation From VHR Imagery
Several studies have shown that medium- and low-resolution optical satellite imagery can be used to extract urban
extent [3], [4]. Used in conjunction with ancillary data such as road networks and coarse census data, population
density maps [1], [2] can be produced at resolutions ranging from 100 m to 1 km. These techniques rely on the
disaggregation of coarse census data, achieved by redistributing populations based on spatial factors extracted from
either image Land Use Land Cover (LULC) classes or from GIS data such as road networks. However, the use of
such data causes problems when mapping population in remote areas. The resolution of the imagery is too coarse
to capture the small villages in these remote areas. Additionally, GIS data are scarce in remote regions of focus,
making the estimation less accurate.
For these reasons, other approaches rely only on the content provided by very high resolution (VHR) optical
imagery for performing the population estimation. With a greater resolution, human settlements can be described
more accurately and the population inhabiting the settlements can be estimated. Urban patterns are categorized in
[5], with the categorizations used subsequently as spatial factor for redistributing population. While this approach
relies only on imagery content, the technique is designed for a fine-grain population distribution in city centers and
assumes that urban pattern categorization is transferable to images without areas of dense population. Thus, the
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approach cannot easily scale for mapping population in both large cities and remote dwellings. In [6], a combination
of VHR and medium-resolution images are used, in which each pixel is automatically classified as belonging to
built-up extent or not. Then, a matching between built-up density and population density is applied to derive a
fine-grained population distribution. While this approach shows good results, it poses a scalability problem when
producing LULC classifications from different imagery taken with various acquisition angles and at different times
of the year. A similar concept is presented in [7], [8], which is based on a robust method for extracting built-up
extent at scale, alleviating the burden of scene-based fine tuning. While providing land cover information within
cities, built-up extent does not provide information about land use (i.e. industrial vs. residential), which has more
impact on population density.
In this paper, we propose a method for estimating population from VHR images that uses both built-up extent
and building footprint information. The areas of the building footprints provide a proxy measurement for inferring
whether their use is residential or commercial/industrial, which in turn influences the expected density of population.
Additionally, the building area information allows for a spatially precise redistribution of population within city
centers as well as in remote villages. In order to maintain a scalable solution, we propose the use of two fully
automatic techniques which sequentially extract built-up extent and the building footprints falling within the detected
built-up extent. Finally, we train the local reallocation population model to attribute densities depending on factors
extracted from both the built-up and building footprints information layers.
B. Automation and Crowdsourcing for Precise Village Boundaries Extraction
Automating the information extraction from images is essential to maintaining a cost-effective method for mapping
population. Built-up extent can be extracted at scale from optical imagery [9], [10] or from SAR data [11] by
using robust image features and semi-supervised machine-learning techniques in which the supervised training
is accomplished automatically [12]. While being fully automated and scalable, these methods inherently produce
inaccuracies in the form of omission and false-alarm errors due to image patterns that are similar to urban patterns.
The amount of error is most often summarized by the recall and precision metrics. The recall metric is the percentage
of built-up that is detected with respect to the actual built-up. Precision, linked to false alarms, measures the
percentage of correctly detected built-up with respect to detected built-up. Many experiments showed that automatic
methods achieve a high recall for an average precision, meaning that while they captured most of the real settlements,
they also produced 25%-75% false alarms.
Because of limited human resources, crowdsourcing tends to extract human settlement features from image
interpretation with an average recall and high precision. Crowdsourcing platforms, such as Open Street Map [13],
have allowed many contributors to map roads and other geo-objects including village boundaries and buildings. These
data are generally very precise because they were produced by humans, but they lack coverage and completeness
in many areas, which is reflected in lower recall.
In order to produce spatially accurate population densities, we propose to make use of both crowdsourcing and
automated extraction of village boundaries to achieve high recall and high precision. Built-up extent is extracted
automatically from the imagery and transformed into village boundaries that are then validated by the crowd using
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Fig. 2. Workflow diagram highlighting the divide-and-conquer information processing for deriving village boundaries and population density
at regional and country scales.

original imagery. This synergistic relationship allows us to extract information over large areas in very short period
of time by letting the crowd focus on a small portion of any area of interest. The validated village boundaries are
then further processed to remove the incorrectly detected buildings and to estimate a spatially precise population
distribution.
C. Scalable Mosaicking Approach
Many information extraction methods act at a strip level and disregard the problem of producing a unique
consistent layer. Indeed, in order to cover regional or countrywide areas, multiple VHR optical scenes are necessary
and they generally overlap in unpredictable ways. Mosaicking image content has been a major research topic over
the past years [14], [15] with the approach being to align the images and select the best pixels. Limited studies
have tackled the problem of mosaicking information layers [9] in a scalable setup.
We propose a scalable mosaicking approach through a cloud-based computing distribution and adapted fusion
mechanism. Our approach conflates results derived from multiple images over the same area, in order to smooth
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Fig. 3. Top. A subset of WorldView-2 imagery over the northeast outskirts of Kano, Nigeria. Bottom. The fully automatic building footprint
detection. The buildings are symbolized from smallest to largest by a color ramp ranging from cyan to red.

over temporal problems such as cloud cover, seasonal variations, and suboptimal imaging parameters. Since we
perform population analyses over very large areas, older images are frequently included in the source material; in
situations where the population is not stable in an area, this may cause false positives or false negatives in the
final result. This is a hazard that we accept in order to get adequate image coverage over the full study area. We
conflate results from different images by averaging, and then thresholding, the overlapping image features [16],
village boundaries and the estimated population densities, to produce a unique and consistent representation of
the population distribution. To achieve computational scalability, we make use of a map-reduce framework. This
parallelization framework allows us to distribute horizontally the strip-based information extractions, which are
then further fused in geographically-aware reduced steps. The choice of parallelization makes the best use of latest
generation of cloud computing architecture, thus allowing the fast computation of population at a country scale.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the system and underlying methods in
more detail. The four Areas Of Interest (AOIs) and the corresponding imagery datasets used during our experiments
are described in section III-A. The results and performance of the proposed methodology are given in section III.
Discussion and conclusion are presented in section IV.
II. M ETHODS AND S YSTEM
A. Workflow
In order to produce population density from multiple overlapping VHR optical images at a country-scale, we
adopt a divide-and-conquer strategy in which information is extracted at a strip level before being merged into a
unique mosaicked representation. First, the village boundaries and potential building footprints are extracted for each
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automatically orthorectified and atmospherically-compensated [17] image strip. The village boundaries produced by
this initial process likely contain many false alarms and thus, the next step is to validate these village boundaries by
crowdsourcing. In this step, each detected polygon is presented to at least one volunteer who visually confirms or
rejects the presence of buildings within it. The process facilitates the removal of many false alarms in an efficient
manner. Given the validated village boundaries, all the building footprints falling outside of them are discarded and
thus a cleaner set of village boundaries and buildings is available for deriving population densities. With the a priori
knowledge of coarse population distribution, a VHR population density is inferred at a strip level. The strip-based
extraction happens in parallel mapping steps. The strip-based extracted information layers are then fused into unique
mosaicked representations of village boundaries and population densities. These two datasets are further merged
to attribute people count per village. Finally, the village boundaries go through a step in which geolocated names,
image dates and crowdsourced confidence scores are attributed before a final quality control step that allows us to
estimate the omission rate. The workflow diagram summarizing the system is given in Fig.2, and the methods for
each individual step are further described in the following sections.
B. Village Boundary Extraction
Human settlements, despite their great variability across biomes and countries, can be detected with adapted
models. For detecting the village boundaries, we use the robust PanTex measurements [18], which are proven to
be linked to both the density of corners and high contrast due to cast shadows [19]. The PanTex-based features
have proven to be robust indicators of the presence of human settlements in most part of the world. However,
these features vary greatly with season and acquisition angle, which makes the use of a unique model inadequate.
To overcome this issue, we use a statistical model linking the PanTex signal at 2-m resolution with the a priori
knowledge of population density at a kilometric resolution [10], via a built-up extent probability distribution, which
is derived at 10-m resolution. While optimizing the statistical model, built-up densities are inferred at kilometric
resolution which then are further used to adapt the local models for deriving the built-up extent at 10-m resolution.
The built-up extent is derived in parallel for each image strip and is transformed to potential vector boundaries as
depicted in Fig. 6. Because the automatically detected boundaries may still be affected by false alarms caused by
small fields covered by snow, rock outcrops, coastlines, uniformly distributed shrubs and flowing water bodies with
high turbidity, they are further validated by the crowd.
C. Village Validation by Crowdsourcing
Crowdsourcing allows many volunteers spread all over the world to make multiple-choice decisions about any task,
which can then be aggregated. The proposed system relies on the Tomnod platform [20], powered by DigitalGlobe,
which is dedicated to the interpretation, analysis and extraction of geospatial information from satellite VHR images.
Upon choosing to participate in the campaign1 , the user is presented with an automatically-detected village polygon
1 There

are usually a number of campaigns conducted on Tomnod at any given time. Each campaign is displayed on the home page along

with a short description of their subject matter.
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overlaid on the original imagery and asked to select one of the three available categories: ’Contains Buildings’,
’Does Not Contain Building’, or ’Don’t Know’ (cf. Fig. 4). The user also has the option to hide the polygon from
view in the event that the polygon is obstructing their ability to decide. After a category is selected, the user input
is stored in the Tomnod database as a vote, consisting of the user identifier, the polygon identifier, and the selected
category. The user is then taken to a new polygon to be validated. The process is repeated for as long as the user
provides input.
The widely recognized challenge in successfully crowdsourcing a task is the unknown quality of the participants.
In the particular crowdsourcing campaign described in this paper, user quality is measured by the ability to
successfully categorize each polygon given the three available categories. The issue of unknown user quality is
intrinsically tied to the question of the number of votes required per polygon in order to decide its category, which
ultimately impacts the costs and time for covering an AOI. In the limiting scenario of perfect users, one vote per
polygon would suffice, as each vote would contain the true category of the corresponding polygon. However, users
are not perfect and they might make mistakes or they might intentionally provide wrong votes by spamming. For this
reason, vote redundancy is necessary: user quality is estimated by comparing the votes of a given user on a subset
of the polygon set, with the votes of other users on the same subset. Users who consistently agree on a number of
features form a consensus group and are considered reliable. In contrast, users who consistently disagree with users
in the consensus group are considered unreliable. This simple idea forms the basis of many existing algorithms in
the literature, which aim at identifying the true category of each member of a feature set, given the collective input
of a group of imperfect users; see the seminal work of [21] and the more recent work of [22]–[26] and references
therein. Tomnod employs its own proprietary Fast and EffecTive Aggregator (FETA) algorithm [20]. The inputs to
the algorithm are the user votes and identifiers. As in [21], the algorithm models each user by a confusion matrix.
It then computes an approximation to the posterior distribution of the true category of each feature given the user
votes, such that the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the approximation and the true posterior is minimized.
The outputs of the algorithm are:
•

the estimated category of each polygon with at least one vote, along with a confidence score, i.e. the probability
that the polygon belongs to that category given all votes collected up to that point in time;

•

the estimated reliability of each user in terms of a user score, i.e., the probability that the user correctly labels
a polygon belonging to any of the three categories.

For achieving higher throughput, FETA is deployed in a real-time fashion and as votes are collected over time,
confidence and user scores are updated, and the algorithm prioritizes polygons for viewing on the Tomnod interface
in order of increasing confidence score. In such a way, less confident polygons are analyzed first, making the
allocation of crowd tasks more efficient. The validation stops when the majority of polygons are associated with a
high confidence.
D. Building Footprints
Next, we refine the population model by training a second model to recognize the connected components in the
image corresponding to building rooftops. This method utilizes the village boundaries, extracted in the previous
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Fig. 4. An instance of the Tomnod interface, where an automatically-detected village boundary is displayed on top of the imagery. For each
polygon displayed, the user selects one of the available categories shown on the top left.

step, to create a large, noisy training data set consisting of features that might and might not correspond to
building rooftops. First, a multiscale segmentation is derived from the original multispectral image and spectral
and shape features are calculated for each element of the segmentation. The segment descriptors are then clustered
into a multiscale dictionary of image elements, using a technique described in [27]. The connected component
decomposition is efficiently performed and represented by a MaxTree structure [28]. Using the village boundaries
extracted in the previous step, each connected component is labeled as to whether or not it belongs within a village.
The within-village components of the decomposition contain building rooftops in addition to non-built-up features
such as rocks, roads, and trees; those outside the villages will contain only the non-built-up features. In other words,
the within-village labeled connected components constitute a noisy training dataset of building rooftops, and may
contain millions of instances. A semi-supervised machine-learning algorithm is used to train a model, based on this
noisy training data set, to automatically produce an adaptive model of building rooftops; this method is described in
detail in [29], [30]. This approach produces a rough segmentation of building rooftops. It rests on the assumption
that the combined shape-spectral features for building rooftops will be present at a human-scale density inside
village boundaries, whereas they should be almost non-existent outside village boundaries. In contrast, the shapespectral features of natural features and roads will appear both inside and outside village boundaries, in densities
that are much more variable than those of building rooftops within villages. The machine-learning algorithm first
performs a hard hierarchical clustering of the connected components, based on their shape and spectral descriptors.
Then, using the labels of the connected components, each cluster is assigned the label of its majority class. This
kd-tree-based hierarchical classifier has the advantage of efficiency, as it can be trained in O(n log(n)) time; full
details are available in [27]. At runtime, the connected components that have been identified as building rooftops
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are remapped into the image space, resulting in collection of segments from which basic shape descriptors such as
building area can be further extracted. An example of the building rooftop area automatic extraction is depicted in
Fig. 3 for an area in the outskirts of Kano, Nigeria.
As mentioned previously, both shape and spectral features are used to derive estimates of building footprints.
Although we rely mostly on shape features for building footprint classification, spectral features are included in
order to allow discrimination in locations where rooftop materials are substantially different from ground materials.
Frequently, but not always, the most useful spectral features can be compressed into band ratios. . For example, the
maximum of RGB values can be used as an index for capturing white and grey roofs, while the ratio of green and
red bands can be employed for capturing red roofs. Finally, if necessary in exceptional cases, a building rooftop
model can be trained on a strip basis in order to overcome problems with variations in acquisition angle and season.
In this extreme case, the extraction for that image can no longer be considered full automatic.
E. High Resolution Population Mapping
Given the building footprints and the curated village boundaries, population distribution is derived in cells of 50 m.
We now describe the procedure for deriving such high-resolution population density estimation from low-resolution
kilometric population maps such as LandScan [1] or GRUMP [31].
First, the automatically detected buildings falling outside of the curated village boundaries are discarded, to avoid
placing population in areas associated with misleading image patterns. Validating the village boundaries instead of
the individual detected buildings allows us to cover much larger areas while maintaining excellent precision. The
area of each building rooftop is derived and mapped back to the image space as depicted on the right in Fig. 3
moving from building footprints to filtered footprints. Next, each kilometric cell of the low-resolution population
map is analyzed. A histogram of the rooftop areas within the cell based on our built-up extent is assigned as a
descriptor of the cell. Recognizing that small buildings are generally associated with residential use and larger ones
with industrial and commercial use, we develop a linear model to map any building area histogram to a population
count [32], [33]. The linear model is trained on a strip basis, allowing us to capture the variations between rural
and urban people densities.
Then, we move from a kilometric to a 50-m grid cell to produce the population densities shown in Fig. 3.
Because building rooftops are detected at the native multispectral resolution (1.2-2.6 m), we are able to calculate
local area histograms for 50-m grid cells. Given the global linear model learned at the strip level, population count
estimates are derived from the local area histograms, ultimately providing a 50-m population distribution estimate.
Finally, because discrepancies are created when deriving local population counts, the inferred population densities
are scaled so that their sum over the strip matches the sum expected from kilometric population knowledge.
F. Large-Scale Mosaicking
In order to cover any large AOI, multiple image strips are necessary and their pattern of overlap is unpredictable,
creating the need for a mosaicking step. Producing large-scale mosaicked outputs in a limited amount of time can
be complex; our system makes use of a map-reduce parallelization strategy with a fixed tiling system. First, each
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Fig. 5. Village boundary mosaicking. Village boundaries detected in 4 overlapping strips are represented on the top. Each instance of a village
boundary is rasterized per strip and given a value proportional to Tomnod’s confidence score. The rasters are merged by placing the weighted
average value into a single raster, which is then thresholded and vectorized to provide the final village boundary.

strip is processed individually in mapping steps, providing both curated village boundaries and 50-m resolution
population distribution maps. Then these stripwise results are merged in a unique, consistent, seamless output.
The crowdsourced village boundaries are first merged by rasterizing them into tiles defined by the Tile Map
Service (TMS) specifications [34], which is a grid of the globe. During the tiling, each map step outputs the tile
keys associated with the corresponding tile files. The Tomnod confidence score associated to each village boundary
is used during the rasterization to provide a weight to the concerned pixels. Then, during the reduce steps, all tile
files covering the same tile key are averaged pixelwise, providing a fuzzy village boundary set representation that
can be further thresholded and vectorized as shown in Fig. 5. The fused village boundaries extracted per TMS tile
are further processed in a final reduce step that joins the touching village boundaries at the border of the tiles, thus
producing a single mosaicked and seamless output.
A similar mosaicking process also takes place on the population distribution rasters, in which every image strip
result is tiled in parallel before being reduced by average into a set of TMS tiles. Finally, when both village
boundaries and population distribution maps are obtained, they are further fused by deriving people counts per
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(a) Kano, Nigeria

(b) Farah, Afghanistan

(c) Sindh, Pakistan

(d) Northern Somalia

Fig. 6. The final curated and merged village boundaries are overlaid on selected imagery subsets of the four considered AOIs.

village by summing the distribution values falling within each polygon.
G. Post-Processing and Quality Control
Once the village boundaries have been merged into a single shapefile, several attributes are assigned to each
polygon: total village population, village name, minimum and maximum image date, and the Tomnod confidence
score. The total village population is derived by a spatial join with the population density dataset. Village names
are based on the GeoNames data (http://www.geonames.org/) and the United Nations Humanitarian Response
(UNHR) data (https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/applications/data/datasets). Village names are assigned based
on a spatial join with the village names dataset, which is buffered in order to capture nearby village names whose
geolocation may be inaccurate. Multiple names for a village may be specified for the attribute value. The Tomnod
confidence score gives an indication of the certainty that the village does indeed contain buildings and provides
a way to select the village data based on the user’s needs. For example, in the case of a polio outbreak, the user
would want to include all possible villages.
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Following the crowdsourced validation, a grid of 130 km2 cells is placed over the results to allow an analyst
to examine the village boundaries for errors. The area of the grid cells is determined based on the feasibility of
examining one cell both effectively and efficiently. This QC grid cell size may adapt to accommodate projects in
which population distributions are either higher or lower.
The analyst examines the final output for data quality and accuracy. At a coarse scale, the boundaries are overlaid
on available base layers to assess for unreasonable distribution of population, e.g., large villages in a desert. There
is always a trade-off between recall and precision, at any fixed level of effort; the current projects have emphasized
recall of village detection over precision. With additional time, the crowdsourcing and QC steps may provide higher
precision; however the tradeoff requires additional manual labor.
Geonames from the GeoNames database are used to assess the data in two ways. First, the geonames are utilized
to identify missing detections of large villages. Any geoname point located 500 m outside of a village is selected.
This selection set is then examined for a pattern of missing villages, at a coarse scale, to find large areas that may
have false negatives. Further, at a fine scale this is used to verify actual missing village detections. Additionally,
the names themselves are checked against base maps for accuracy in the attribution step.
A final step of quality assurance is performed on the attributes appended to the village dataset. Manual measurement of both area and population count are performed in a GIS. For area, the projection and datum are checked
against a measurement tool. Similarly, the population count points falling within a single village boundary are
summed and compared against the automated attribution step.
III. R ESULTS
In this section, we first describe the datasets considered during our experiments and the resulting high resolution
population maps. Secondly, we discuss the crowdsourcing experiments leading to a better precision and demonstrating high scalability. Then, we propose an accuracy analysis of the village boundary extraction exploiting on one
hand, the crowdsourcing results, and on the other hand, extensive photointerpretation of selected regions. Finally,
we conclude the Results section by presenting a time complexity analysis of the automated system parts supporting
the system’s parallel processing capabilities.
A. Datasets
The method has been tested to produce population maps over four AOIs which are described in Table I. The
areas and the number of VHR optical image strips are also provided, highlighting the problem scale. All imagery
were selected from DigitalGlobe’s image archive, by considering the VHR multispectral sensors only. During these
experiments, we relied on the three visible bands, blue, green and red, and the near-infrared band. In total, more
than a thousand strips were processed from four different satellites, namely WorldView-3, WorldView-2, GeoEye-1,
and QuickBird; the distribution of sensors is given in Table II. Most of the strips were acquired by WorldView-2,
then by GeoEye-1. Quickbird imagery has been selected mostly to fill in the gaps and finally WorldView-3 imagery
has been used in recent experiments, being available only recently after the satellite launch in 2014. Moreover, the
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TABLE I
F OUR AOI S WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE AREAS AND THE NUMBER OF IMAGE STRIPS PROCESSED TO REACH COVERAGE .
AOI

Area (km2 )

Num. strips

Kano, Nigeria

20,000

35

Farah/Kandahar, Afghanistan

97,000

260
198

Sindh, Pakistan

138,000

Northern Somalia

337,000

666

Total

592,000

1,159

TABLE II
D ISTRIBUTION OF IMAGE COUNT PER SENSORS
Sensor

Num. strips

Imagery Median Age

WV-2

1036

2.25

GE-1

55

1.62

QB

50

5.28

WV-3

18

1.03

imagery has been selected to be as current as possible for all test AOIs. Table II indicates the average median age
is 2.5 years.
B. Regional Population Maps
The village boundaries symbolized with the estimated population are given in Fig. 7 for each AOI. The effect of
topography and climate on patterns of human geography is clearly seen, underlining the adaptability of the method
for extracting human settlements and population maps at large scale. Both the Pakistan and the Afghanistan AOIs
have large arid regions that are virtually uninhabited, as seen in top row of Fig. 7, whereas the latter map shows a
path of uninhabited land carved out by the Indus River, which floods periodically during the monsoon season. While
the first three population maps present some high-density areas, it can be noted the last map covering Somalia, in
the bottom right of Fig. 7, is very sparse.
Close-up views of village boundaries are displayed in Figs. 6a- 6d for portions of the four AOIs at a scale
of 1:8,000. These representations demonstrate the high variability in urban patterns and the environment. Fig. 6a
covering an area of Kano, Nigeria shows buildings primarily made of metal and concrete roofs surrounded by widely
scattered bushes. Similarly, Fig. 6d taken in Somalia contains mostly metal roofs in a complete desertic area. Then,
Figs. 6b- 6c covering portions of Farah and Sindh respectively contain buildings made mostly of mud. While one
area covers a semi-arid environment, the second is taken over an agricultural region. Further, the provided examples
contain clusters of settlements that have variability in size ranging from hamlets to cities. The results show that the
automation is able to capture the various urban patterns equally, producing polygons of adaptive size. In summary,
these zoomed images emphasize the adaptability of the proposed approach for delineating reliably all settlement
types - hamlet, village and city boundaries - at regional and country scale across variable biomes and across the
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Fig. 7. The final curated and merged village boundaries with the associated population counts are given for the four AOIs.

globe.
The high spatial accuracy and precision of the village boundaries enables us to derive the population density
estimate at a very high resolution: in 50-m cells for the described results. While the combined village and population
count has already been depicted above (cf. Figs. 6a- 6b), we further illustrate the estimated population density over
the city of Kano and Kunri, given that total population counts do not indicate distribution of the population within
large cities. One image over the city of Kano, with the matching 50-m population data, is depicted in Figs. 1a- 1b.
Subsamples of the original image are extracted such that they correspond to different levels of population densities.
The image chips underline visually how the variation of urban patterns is captured and accordingly, enables the
attribution of population densities. Further, the population density is depicted in Figs. 8a-8b for the city of Kunri,
a small city in Pakistan and its surrounding area. Given the high-precision village boundaries, the reallocation of
people in hamlets or small clusters of settlements is spatially precise, which is of great importance in areas where
people are scattered across the landscape.
C. Crowdsourcing
Metrics are reported for a crowdsourcing campaign covering the regions of Farah, Afghanistan and Sindh, Pakistan
for a total of 295 image strips covering 200,000 km2 . In the course of 45 days, 14,129 users contributed 2,153,420
votes over 957,724 detected village polygons via the Tomnod interface. 87% of the polygons were categorized with
a confidence score above .9, demonstrating the performance of the FETA algorithm for reaching consensus with
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(a) City of Kunri, Pakistan

(b) 50 m population density
Fig. 8. A WorldView-2 image with the corresponding fused 50-m population density are provided for city Kunri, Pakistan and its surroundings.

Fig. 9. The cumulative vote distribution for the joint crowdsourcing campaign in Afghanistan and Pakistan is depicted. The number of polygons
receiving at least a certain quantity of votes are represented. The red line marks the total of 957,724 automatically-detected village polygons,
noting that 45,590 village polygons were not validated.

very limited number of votes. The cumulative vote distribution in Fig.9 shows the number of polygons receiving at
least a certain quantity of votes. In summary, 2.25 votes per village polygon were necessary to achieve .9 confidence.
Also, the cumulative distribution shows that about a half million of the polygons required just a single vote to reach
consensus, profiting of the contribution of highly trusted users. The crowdsource process shows high scalability for
extracting country-wide population maps. The processing speed was shown to reach 185 km2 per hour.
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Fig. 10. A total of 64 cells selected over the Afghanistan AOI, in which cells are split in 4 categories of population densities.

D. Village Extraction Accuracy
We performed two evaluations for assessing the accuracy of the village extraction in terms of precision and recall.
The first evaluation is made over the region of Kandahar, Afghanistan, in the eastern portion of the AOI, allowing
us to assess the variabilities in accuracy from unpopulated and populated areas. The second evaluation is made over
images covering 6 cities spread over the world.
1) Accuracy across variable population densities: We performed an assessment of village boundary accuracy
over a portion of the previously presented AOI in Afghanistan. To account for the high variance in population density
throughout the region, we stratified the study area by population density. A grid made up of 100 km2 cells was laid
over the study area, and we roughly classified the cells into four categories by quantiles of population density, based
on the built-up area in each cell estimated by the population mapping algorithm (note that we could as easily have
based this categorization on quantiles of summed Landscan populations in each cell). The stratification produced
a bottom quantile of cells, consisting almost entirely of cells that were absolutely absent of human population,
whereas the highest quantile of cells were in urban and agricultural areas. 16 cells from each of four categories
were selected throughout the region, for a total of 64 cells as depicted in Fig. 10. These cells were used to estimate
precision and recall for each sub region, allowing for a comprehensive analysis of precision-recall variations. First,
we analyzed the precision of the fully automated village extraction portion by exploiting the crowdsourcing scores
indicating if a village contains buildings or not. We emphasize that Tomnod validation allows complete control over
the precision of the final village boundary layer and an effective 100% precision can be achieved.
Validated village polygons with a confidence score of over .9 are virtually certain to contain buildings, and those
with a score of under .1 are virtually certain not to contain buildings. Therefore, we make use of these data to
assess the precision utilizing only the villages having a confidence lower than .1 or greater than .9. Given that each
potential village is labeled as being either a true positive (TP) or a false positive (FP), we propose two precision
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Fig. 11. Left 2 figures. Scatter plots of count-based and area-weighted precisions, vs. truth proportions of built-up extent within each cell,
are shown for the 64 study cells. Logistic (for count-based proportions) and beta (for area-weighted proportions) regressions were applied to
the precision data as a function of built-up extent proportion; the resulting curve is shown in red. 95th-percentile confidence bands from each
regression are shown in blue. Right 2 figures. Scatter plots of count-based and area-weighted recall values, vs. truth proportions of built-up
extent within each cell, are shown for the 53 of 64 study cells that contained at least one settlement. Logistic (for count-based proportions) and
beta (for area-weighted proportions) regressions were applied to the recall data as a function of built-up extent proportion; the resulting curve
is shown in red. 95th-percentile confidence bands from each regression are shown in blue.

metrics:
PC

=

PA

=

NT P
,
NT P + NF P
AT P
,
AT P + AF P

(1)
(2)

where N. is the number of instances, and A. is the area covered by the given instances. Fig. 11 shows the resulting
precision values as functions of total built-up area per cell. Summary area-weighted precision statistics are biased
upward relative to those for the unweighted case, with average count precision at 60%, and overall area-weighted
precision at 85%. For the unweighted precision dataset, we used logistic regression to model the count data. We
discovered, as expected, that the probability of village detection is highly variable at the low end of percent builtup area. This may be partly explained by the fact that we use Landscan population values as a population prior
for the village detection process, and Landscan population probabilities tend to be too high in very remote areas,
increasing the probability of false alarms. In addition, the villages do tend to be extremely small in remote/desert
areas, making them difficult to discern from small features such as rocks. During this analysis we found many singlefamily compounds in extremely remote, dry portions of Afghanistan; although these are not typically considered
to be settlements, we do not penalize these small compounds as false alarms if we do detect them. We corrected
for the overdispersion in the logistic regression by using a quasibinomial model rather than a binomial model. In
the area-weighted precision dataset, we still see unexpectedly high variance in precision in remote locations, but
less variance in populous cells. To analyze this dataset, we used beta regression, which allows us to model true
continuous proportion data lying between 0 and 1. To summarize, at the low end of the range of total built-up area,
this model estimates precision to be roughly 40±12%. At the high end, at 15% built-up area in a cell, the model
estimates precision at 78±9%. If time is short, or if a higher level of recall is desired at the expense of precision,
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then the Tomnod crowdsourcing campaign can be restricted to some percentage of the villages. Furthermore, the
villages can be prioritized before crowdsourcing, so the crowd’s effort is expended on the settlements of most
interest; we typically prioritize settlement polygons by size for crowdsourcing, since the smallest settlements (under
a square kilometer) are more likely to be false alarms.
The recall portion of the assessment required a thorough visual search through the sample for settlements, which
were roughly delineated to create a truth dataset. The digitizations were performed by two different analysts, and
were conducted without the aid of any reference sources other than the DigitalGlobe population mapping source
imagery and Google basemap imagery. Recall was calculated on a cell-by-cell basis by dilating the truth settlement
polygons by 100 meters, and calculating whether the dilated truth cells were intersected by village detections. Only
53 of the 64 cells were used for the recall study, the rest were eliminated due the absence of villages within the
cell.
The notion of what constitutes a settlement is scene-dependent. This portion of Afghanistan has, roughly speaking,
three terrain types. They are, in increasing order of population density: semi-arid/desert, agricultural and dense/urban.
Population mapping processing frequently detects extremely isolated individual dwellings in the desert, and we do
not count these as being omitted if not intersected by the village polygons; but since the emphasis is on detecting
clustered dwellings, we do not consider them for the purpose of estimating recall. In desert terrain, we delineated
clusters of 3 or more dwellings. In populous agricultural terrain, the districts typically contain a uniform distribution
of dwellings surrounded by agricultural lands, with some buildings clustered into larger village centers. In this sort of
terrain, we labeled only the village centers as settlements. However, population map processing frequently identifies
the outlying dwellings as well; we do not consider this an error. Each delineated cluster is categorized as being
either a true positive (TP) or a false negative (FN) if it is missed. Thus, two count- and area-based recall metrics
are proposed:
RC

=

RA

=

NT P
,
NT P + NF N
AT P
.
AT P + AF N

(3)
(4)

Fig.11 shows the resulting recall values as functions of percentage built-up area per cell. Summary recall statistics
for the area-weighted case are biased upward relative to those for the unweighted case, with average count-based
recall at 84.5%, and area-based recall at 92%. Fitted recall values based on the best logistic and beta regression
models are shown in red; standard error bars for the fitted recall values are shown in blue. For the logistic regression,
we corrected for the overdispersion by using a quasibinomial model rather than a binomial model, and for the beta
regression, we fitted a variable dispersion parameter to the data. The standard error bars were obtained from the
97.5% and 2.5% quantiles of the fitted curves from beta regression models derived by bootstrapping.
To summarize, at the low end of the range of total built-up area, this model estimates recall to be roughly 75±9%.
At the high end, at 15% built-up area in a cell, the model estimates recall at 95±4%. As with precision, there was
higher variance in the unweighted and area-weighted recall data than expected, especially at the low end of built-up
percentage.
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TABLE III
AUTOMATED VILLAGE BOUNDARY PRECISION - RECALL FOR 6 CITIES SCATTERED OVER THE WORLD .
Precision

Recall

Brest

.50

.92

DC

.76

.87

Denver

.62

.60

Kano

.68

.75

Osaka

.78

.96

Tamale

.85

.94

All

.70 ± .11

.84 ± .12

2) Accuracy over Worldwide Cities: We perform an alternative precision-recall analysis over 6 cities scattered
over the world. As opposed to the previous analysis, the analysis assesses the accuracy of the extracted village
boundaries in highly populated areas only and moreover, assesses how the boundaries fit the building distribution
on the ground. In that situation, we rely on available building footprints to produce a reference built-up extent layer
of 10-m resolution by using a morphological closing with a disk of 25-m radius on the rasterized building footprint.
Thus, this reference can be compared to the village boundaries rasterized onto the same grid. In that situation, each
pixel is considered individually and classified in one of the categories of true/false positives or true/false negative,
allowing us to derive precision and recall. These metrics are somewhat equivalent to the area-weighted precision
and recall metrics exposed earlier. The 6 cities considered are: Brest in France, DC and Denver in the USA, Kano
in Nigeria, Osaka in Japan, and Tamale, Ghana. Table III summarizes the obtained accuracy which highlights an
average precision of 70 ± 11% for an average recall of 84 ± 12%. This precision-recall is on average 10% smaller
than the previous corresponding area-weighted metrics because each individual 10-m cell might be the source of
additional errors. This analysis shows that in addition to having the ability to detect a cluster of settlements, the
automated village boundaries are also precise in capturing the built-up extent spanned by the buildings.
E. Population Extraction Accuracy
To assess the accuracy of the extracted population, we make use of the GeoNames database, which provides
population counts for some cities across the world. Thanks to the aggregation of population density within the
city boundaries, we are able to compare the proposed population estimate with respect to open-source data not
used by this workflow. We propose two metrics in order to evaluate the matching of our estimate to the published
population counts in GeoNames, the normalized correlation (NC) and the normalized absolute difference (ND)
expressed between two vectors g and h:
P
N C(g, h)

=

N D(g, h)

=

i gi hi
P
2
i gi
i

pP
P
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TABLE IV
C OMPARISON BETWEEN G EO NAMES POPULATION COUNTS AND THE PROPOSED WORKFLOW ESTIMATES .
AOI

NC

ND

Num. Villages

Kano, Nigeria

0.99

0.13

25

Sindh, Pakistan

0.96

0.38

35

Farah

-

-

2

-

0

North Somalia

(a) Kano

(b) Sindh

Fig. 12. Comparison of GeoNames population counts with the estimated ones for the regions of Kano and Sindh.

The results obtained for two of the four AOIs are reported in Table IV; the other regions could not be evaluated
because of the incompleteness of GeoNames in these zones. The correspondence between GeoNames counts and
our estimates is also illustrated for 25 cities around Kano and 35 cities of Sindh in Fig. 12.
The evaluation highlights the high fidelity of the proposed workflow for providing accurate population density
estimates.
F. Computational Scalability
Time complexity metrics are reported in this section highlighting the scalability of the process with the use of
Hadoop map-reduce parallelization [35]. Time complexities are provided with 2 setups: the first one involving one
node with 32 CPUs @2.6 GHz and 256 GB RAM, and the second setup involving 8 nodes with 12 CPUs. also
@2.6 GHz with 256 GB RAM. To understand the scalability of the parallelization framework, we limit in the first
case the maximum number of map and reduce tasks per node to be 32, while in the second situation we limit
this maximum number to 12, enforcing three times as many parallel processes. For measuring the computational
complexity of the approach, we use a benchmark dataset of 200 typical strips, which cover an AOI over Sindh,
Pakistan. The first mapping steps are measured in one block, where village boundaries, building rooftop, and
population distributions are extracted. The crowdsource stage time is not included in the provided numbers. In a
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TABLE V
T IME COMPLEXITIES PROVIDED IN MINUTES FOR THE H ADOOP - BASED MAP - REDUCE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE AUTOMATIC SYSTEM .
T IMES ARE GIVEN FOR THE PROCESSING OF 200 TYPICAL STRIPS .
1 node ×

8 nodes ×

32 map-reduce tasks

12 map-reduce tasks

407 min

141 min

2.88

510 min

220 min

2.31

scalability

built-up extent,
roof tops and
population density
mosaicking

second block, the mosaicking and fusion of the information layers joint complexity is measured. Complexities are
reported in Table V, showing a horizontal scaling of the information extraction with the addition of more nodes and
CPUs. The table shows a processing speed equivalent to 16.35 km2 /min/CPU with 32 parallel processes, assuming
that an image strip covers in average 2,400 km2 . Also the measurements highlight a horizontal scaling factor of
0.84 per CPU, due to the Hadoop-based map-reduce framework. In other words, making use of n CPUs spread
over multiple nodes allows the system to speed up by .84 × n on average.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Methods integrated into a parallel system have been presented for the purpose of high resolution mapping of
settlements and population distribution at regional and country scale. The use of VHR optical images with detailed
image features, and the Tomnod crowdsourcing platform and algorithms allow for the production of highly detailed
and precise maps of population. The approach also produces a seamless information representation by its use of
cloud-based parallelization technology and mosaicking techniques. Experiments have been conducted over different
locations, allowing us to characterize the system performance of the automated portion of the workflow in different
regions in terms of precision and recall. The system gives, on average, high recall for average precision, which is
further improved by the validation of village polygons resulting in a near-perfect precision. Also, other validation
experiments allowed us to prove the high fidelity of the estimation to external census sources. Finally, the system
has been tested and demonstrated over 4 different regions and shown a high horizontal scaling factor, with capacity
to process millions of square kilometers in a matter of weeks. In conclusion, this highly scalable and precise system
is perfectly adequate for processing regional and country-scale areas, with minimal human effort.
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